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We have established in previous papers that coordinatizations of a combinatorial 
geometry G correspond to prime ideals in the bracket ring B,. We now show that 
the coheight of a prime in Spec B, is equal to the transcendence degree of the 
corresponding coordinatization. Thus the Krull dimension of B, is the maximum 
transcendence degree of a coordinatization. We then consider chain conditions in 
Spec B, and relate them to conditions on the partially ordered set of geometries or- 
dered by weak maps. Finally we give an example of a geometry G for which B, is 
not Cohen-Macaulay. 
1. INTR~D~JCTION 
Let G(S) be a finite combinatorial pregeometry (or matroid) of rank n, 
hereafter called simply a geometry. A proper (resp. weak) coordinatization of 
G is a mapping [: S -+ V, where V is a vector space of dimension n over a 
field K, such that for all A E S, A is independent if and only if (resp. if) c is 
one-to-one on A and [(A) is linearly independent in V. Furthermore, we re- 
quire for a weak coordinatization c that there exist a basis B of G such that [ 
is one-to-one on B and c(B) is linearly independent in V. Thus a weak coor- 
dinatization of G is a proper coordinatization of a weak-map image of G, 
where F is a (rank-preserving) weak-map image of G, or equivalently, G > F 
in the weak-map ordering on geometries, if every basis of F is a basis of G. 
Our method for studying weak coordinatizations of G is through the 
bracket ring Bk with coefficients in the field k. This ring is defined in [6] and 
[7], although the integers were used for coefficients in the earlier papers. 
Many of the results proved for B, carry over to I?: immediately, but one 
important distinction is that prime ideals in I?: correspond only to weak 
coordinatizations of G over a field K which is an extension of k. We see that 
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since G is finite, Bt is a finitely generated k-algebra with unit. In this paper 
all k-algebras are assumed to be finitely generated with unit. 
Theorems 2.1 and 3.1 and their corollaries are well-known in commutative 
ring theory (see [9, Vol. II, Chap. VII, Sect. 71). These results are restated 
here primarily for the convenience of combinatorialists. For a similar reason 
the proof of Theorem 2.9 is included. 
2. THE KRULL DIMENSION OF Bi 
Let P be a prime ideal of a k-algebra A. Let k(P) denote the residue field 
of P, i.e., the quotient field of the domain A/P. Then k(P) is a field extension 
of k up to isomorphism. For an arbitrary field extension K/k we denote tr 
deg, K by td(K). All transcendence degrees in this paper are taken over the 
base field k. 
We define td(A) to be max td(k(P)), where the maximum is taken over 
P E Spec A. For our purposes, Spec A may be simply regarded as the par- 
tially ordered set of (proper) prime ideals of A, ordered by inclusion. We 
denote the Krull dimension of A, which is defined as the maximum length of 
a chain in Spec A, by dim A. 
THEOREM 2.1. If A is a finitely generated k-algebra, then td(A) = dim A. 
COROLLARY 2.2 For every prime ideal P of a finitely generated k- 
algebra A, dim A/P = td(k(P)) = coht P, where coht denotes coheight. 
COROLLARY 2.3. For every ideal I of a finitely generated k-algebra A, 
dim A/Z = td(A/I) = max. td(k(P)), w ere the maximum is taken over all h 
prime ideals P of A such that P 2 I. 
A matrix M over K is in pseudo-echelon form if M = (I’, N) where N is 
arbitrary and I’ = diag( 1, 1 ,..., 1, a), a E K. In [6] we found a one-to-one 
correspondence between prime ideals P of Bi such that [Z] $E P and matrices 
over a field extension K/k which are in pseudo-echelon form with respect to 
the column set 2 and which weakly coordinatize G. Let us denote by Mp,Z 
the matrix corresponding to P which is in pseudo-echelon form with respect 
to 2. We define td Mp,Z to be the maximum cardinality of a set of entries of 
Mp,Z which is algebraically independent over k. 
EXAMPLE 2.4. Let G be the rank 3 geometry on seven points 
{a, b, c, d, e,J g} whose 3-element circuits are abd, ace, afg, bcf; cdg, deJ; and 
let k be any field with char k f 2. 
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The following matrix is in pseudo-echelon form with respect to the basis 
Z = abc. 
abcdefg I 0  1 0 1 Xl 0  x2 X, 0 x4 50 Yl 0 X, y2 Y3 x7 
I 
= M p9z 
The Xi are algebraically independent over k, and the yi satisfy the relations 
x3x4yl = -x2x5x6, x2y2 =x3x79 x6Y3 =YlY,’ Note that x,y, = -x,x, 
follows, and char k # 2 is necessary to have the basis beg remain indepen- 
dent under the coordinatization. Here K = k(x, ,..., x7). 
We now claim that MP,Z is of maximum transcendence degree for a matrix 
in pseudo-echelon form with respect to 2 which weakly coordinatizes G. 
First let us look at proper coordinatizations. By scalar multiplication on the 
rows and columns of MP,z, we may introduce an indeterminate as the first 
non-zero entry of each row and column of N, as well as the entry a, if these 
entries are not already algebraically independent. For example, if the second 
entry in column d were 1, we could multiply row 2 by x3 and divide column 
2 by x3 to return to pseudo-echelon form. Thus we can assume algebraically 
independent entries x, ,..., x7 appear as shown, and yi, y2, y3 must satisfy the 
given relations, so td MP,Z = 7 = td K = coht P, and this is a maximum for 
any proper coordinatization in pseudo-echelon form with respect to 2. 
In fact, for this particular example, every proper coordinatization is pro- 
jectively equivalent to MP Z, and P is’ the unique prime ideal in BL of 
transcendence degree 7 which corresponds to a proper coordinatization. It 
can now be checked that no weak coordinatization can have transcendence 
degree greater than 7, completing the claim. In general, however, weak coor- 
dinatizations may have higher transcendence degree than proper ones, as 
shown in Section 5. 
We may still ask for a description of the prime ideal P in Bt. Since the 
brackets in Bt correspond to determinants in MP,Z, the relation 
x3x4Yl + x2xSx6 = 0 means [adc][bce][abf ] + [bcd][abe][afc] E P. Like- 
wise, [bcd][agc] - [adc][bcg], [afc][abg] - [abf][agc], and [bce][abg] 
+ [abe] [beg] E P. The first three of these can be shown to be zero in Bk, 
and the last, though non-zero, is a zero-divisor, since it annihilates 
[bed] [acf ] in Bk. It can also be shown that P is actually the ideal generated 
by [bce][abg] + [abe][bcg]. 
THEOREM 2.5. If P is a prime ideal in Bk and [Z] e P, then 
coht P = td MP,z. Thus dim Bk = max. (td Mp,z), where the maximum is 
taken over P and 2 such that [Z] & P. 
Proof. Let 7: Bk + Bk/P and t: Bk/P + k(P) be the canonical quotient 
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and injection maps, and 4 = ry: Z?; + k(P). From Corollary 2.2, we know 
coht P = td(k(P)). Since 8: is generated as a k-algebra by { [Y]: Y is a basis 
of G], k(P) is generated as a field over k by T= {#[Y]: Y is a basis of G]. 
Thus T contains a transcendence basis of k(P) over k. We claim that, indeed, 
7” = {$qY]: Y is a basis of G, ( Y - Z] < 1) contains a transcendence basis of 
k(P) over k. 
We prove the claim by showing that $[ Y] is algebraically dependent on T’ 
for all bases Y, by induction on r = ] Y - Z]. If r > 2, we have a syzygy 
[ Y] [Z] = xi”= i [ Ui] [ Wi], obtained by exchanging an element y of Y - 2 
from Y into Z, where Ui = (Y- {Y}) u {Zi}, wi = (Z - {Zi}) u {Y}, hence 
IUi-ZZJ=r-lT and IWi- Z(= 1. Thus #[Y] #[Z] =Cf=l #[vi] #[wi] 
and #[Y] is algebraically dependent on elements of k(P) which by the 
induction hypothesis are algebraically dependent on 7”. The claim follows. 
We choose a transcendence basis {tl = 4[ Yi],..., t, = $[ Y,]} contained in 
T’, d = coht P, with Y, = Z if #[Z] is transcendental over k. Then by the 
construction of MP,z in [6], if Yi = (Z - {Zj]) U {s,) for some S, E S, and 
M = (I’, N), N = (p,,), then pjm = 4[ yi]/ti[Z] if j # n, and Prim = 4 [ Yi]* 
Thui if Z = Y, , we have entries t, , t, ,..., t, , t,,+ ,/t, , t, +2/tl ,..., tdt, of MP z 
(re-ordering the ti’S if necessary), which are easily seen to be algebraically ih- 
dependent, since t, , t, ,..., t, are. If Z # Y, , a = #[Z] is algebraic over k, but 
t t2,..., t, algebraically independent over k implies that they are 
algebraically independent over k(a). Thus t, , t, ,..., t,, t,, ,/a, t,, 2/a ,..., tab 
are algebraically independent entries of MP,=. In either case, coht 
P< tdM,,.. 
To prove the reverse inequality, let U, , u 2 ,...,r+ be algebraically indepen- 
dent entries of MP,=, with MP,z = (Z’, N), Z’ = diag(1, l,..., 1, a). If a is 
transcendental over k, we may assume a = U, . Then there exists Yi E T’ such 
that 4[ Yi] = Ui or aui, for every i Q d. By arguments similar to the preceding 
paragraph, #[ Yi], 4[ Y&., #[&I are algebraically independent over k, and 
coht P = td A&. Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 2.6. dim I?: = 1 + max. td Mp,z, where the maximum is 
taken over all P and Z such that [Z] 66 P and Mp,z is in strict echelon form 
(i.e., a = 1). 
COROLLARY 2.7. For fied P, td MP,z is independent of the choice of Z, 
provided [Z] @ P. 
Remark 2.8. If K/k is a field extension, then dim Bz = 
dim& ok K) = dim BE by well-known arguments. 
THEOREM 2.9. Let A be a k-algebra generated by D = {d, , d2,..., d,}. 
Then dim A = max. 1 El, where E is a subset of D which is algebraically in- 
dependent over k. 
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ProoJ Let 4: A -+ k(P) be the canonical residue map, where P is a prime 
ideal such that td(k(P)) is maximum. Since k(P) is generated as a field over 
k by (44 9 @d, ,..., $d,} = 40, there exists E, c D such that +E,-, is a transcen- 
dence basis of k(P),/k. Thus E, is algebraically independent over k, and dim- 
A < max. IEI. 
Conversely, suppose E is an algebraically independent subset of D. Then 
A’ = k[E] is a subring of A which is isomorphic to a polynomial ring. Thus 
A’ - {0} is a multiplicative set in A disjoint from (0). Hence there exists a 
prime ideal Q of A which is disjoint from A’ - {0), using standard argu- 
ments of commutative ring theory. Thus the composition A’ -+ A + A/Q is in- 
jective and td(k(Q)) 2 1 E I. The theorem follows. Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 2.10. Let [X,], [X,1,..., [X,] be brackets in Bk which satisfy 
no nontrivial syzygy (thus e < dim I3:). Then there exists a coordinatization 
M o,Z whose determinants corresponding to [X,], [X2],..., [XJ are 
algebraically independent over k. In particular, if we choose Xi so that 
jXi - 21 < 1 for all i, then we have e entries of the matrix M,,, which are 
algebraically independent. 
3. CHAIN CONDITIONS IN SPEC Bi 
Let A be a finitely generated k-algebra. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let P E Spec A. Then all saturated chains ascending 
from P in Spec A have the same length, namely coht P. 
COROLLARY 3.2. If P, c P, for prime ideals P, and P, of A, then all 
saturated chains between P, and P, in Spec A have the same length. 
COROLLARY 3.3. If P,, covers P, in Spec A, then td(k(P,)) = 
td(k(P,)) + 1. 
EXAMPLE 3.4. Let G be the rank 3 geometry on {a, b, c, d, e} having cir- 
cuits abd, ace, bcde. Letting 2 = {a, b, c}, we may coordinatize G by the 
matrix 
a b c d e 
n4 II 1 0 0 
p,z= 
X, X, 
0 1 0 xj 0 
0  x, 0 xg I 
where X, ,..., x5 are algebraically independent over k. We note that M,,, has 
maximum transcendence degree, hence dim BE = 5, regardless of the choice 
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of the basefield k. Similar arguments could be applied to any free-simplicial 
geometry. By now successively setting x,, X, , x3, and x, equal to zero, we 
obtain a sequence of coordinatizations of weak-map images of G. This 
sequence of coordinatizations gives us an ascending chain C of prime ideals 
in Spec Bz, which would be saturated if we added one more prime at the top 
of the chain, by specializing X, to an element of k. Now clearly there are 
many other ways to obtain a chain of primes up from P by specializing the 
Xi’s* In fact, we may find such chains all of whose primes properly coor- 
dinatize G. However, the chain C coordinatizes a different weak-map image 
of G at each step, and each prime is of maximum transcendence degree for 
that particular weak-map image. 
This raises an interesting question which is unanswered at present. If 
G > I; in the weak-map ordering, and each can be properly coordinatized 
over some extension of k, then do there exist primes P, and P, of Bk 
properly coordinatizing G and F(resp.) with PC c PF? This question is 
motivated by the intuitive feeling that the algebraic object corresponding to a 
weak map is the specialization map [2, Introduction]. Indeed, Sections 3 or 
4 of our paper are primarily an attempt to provide a rigorous basis for this 
intuition. Note, however, the example in our Section 5. 
To carry this question a bit further, can P, and PF be found as above such 
that each is of maximum transcendence degree for G or F (resp.)? We shall 
answer this question in the affirmative for binary geometries in the next sec- 
tion. 
A second question is whether all saturated descending chains in Bi are of 
the same length. The answer is yes if Bi is Cohen-Macaulay [4, p. 991, and 
is yes if G is unimodular, since rad Bt is prime in the latter case, hence all 
descending saturated chains end at rad Bi. As an alternative approach to the 
unimodular case, we show in [8] that B$/radBk, is Cohen-Macaulay if G is 
unimodular, and this also implies the descending chain condition. However, 
Bi is not Cohen-Macaulay for arbitrary G, as we show in Section 5 by way 
of an example with minimal primes of different coheights. 
4. RELATED COORDINATIZATIONS FOR BINARY GEOMETRIES 
We now proceed to show that binary geometries which are weak-map 
related have coordinatizing primes of maximum transcendence degree which 
are related by inclusion. 
We define c-rud Bt as the intersection of all primes in Bz which properly 
coordinatize G (whereas rad Bi is the intersection of all primes in Bi) and 
we quote the following results from Proposition 5.3 and Corollary 6.5 of [7]. 
These results are proved in [7] for B, with integer coefficients, but the exten- 
sion to B) is straightforward. 
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PROPOSITION 4.1. If G is binary, then c-rad Bt is prime. Furthermore, tf 
G is unimodular, then rad Bt = c-rad Bt , and rad BL is the ideal generated 
by (J - L: J and L are non-zero products of brackets of the same multiset 
degree, and no J = no L ), where no is any fixed unimodular homomorphism. If 
G is binary but not unimodular, and char k = 2, then c-rad Bt is the ideal 
generated by (J + L: J and L are non-zero products of brackets of the same 
multiset degree}. 
LEMMA 4.2. If G is binary and properly coordinatizable over k, then 
there exists a unique prime ideal Qo in Bi of maximum transcendence degree 
which properly coordinatizes G. 
Proof. Let Qc = c-rad Bt . Q.E.D. 
Note. For a binary geometry G, “properly coordinatizable over k” is 
equivalent to “properly coordinatizable over an extension of k”, for either G 
is coordinatizable over precisely the class of fields of characteristic 2, or else 
G is unimodular and coordinatizable over every field. 
If G > F in the weak-map ordering, let 71: Bi + Bi be the canonical 
homomorphism with kernel generated by {[Xl: X is a basis of G which is 
dependent in F}. 
THEOREM 4.3. Let G and F be binary geometries each coordinatizable 
over k such that G > F in the weak-map ordering. Then z-‘Q~ is a prime 
ideal of maximum transcendence degree in Bt which properly coordinatizes 
F, and Qo c c’Q,. 
Proof. n-‘QF is clearly prime of maximum transcendence degree for a 
proper coordinatization of F, since Bg/n- ‘QF N B:/Q,. Now either char 
k = 2 or G and F are both unimodular. If char k = 2, then n-IQ, = the ideal 
generated by {J + L: J and L are products of brackets in Bi which have the 
same multiset degree, and ZJ and ZL are non-zero in Bi} U {J: J is a product 
of brackets in B$ with 71J = 0). By Proposition 6.2 of [7], if J and L have 
the same multiset degree in Bi and ZJ = 0, then XL = 0. Thus Qc c c’Q~. 
On the other hand, if G is unimodular, Qc = rad Bt c n-IQ,. Q.E.D. 
5. NOT ALL BRACKET RINGS ARE COHEN-MACAULAY 
Let G be the rank 3 geometry on (a, b, c ,..., i} having the three-point lines 
abc, ade, afg and ahi, all other lines being two-point lines. Then 
a b c defg h i 
n4=; 1 
I 
0 xI o x4 x6 x9 xll xl4 
x2 0 0 x7 x10 x12 Xl, 
0 0 0 x3 x5 X8 YI Xl3 Y2 I 
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is a coordinatization of G which is in pseudo-echelon form with respect to 
2 = {a, b, d}, where X, ,..., xi, are algebraically independent and 
X7Yl - ?3XlO - 0 = XlZY2 - ~13~1,. It is clear that this matrix is of 
maximum transcendence degree for matrices in pseudo-echelon form with 
respect to Z, and hence for any proper coordinatization of G, by 
Corollary 2.7. However, we may coordinatize the weak-map image G’ of G, 
obtained by replacing the element a by a loop, by the matrix 
defghi 
0 x2 x5 X8 x11 x14 
o x3 X6 x9 x12 %5 
0 0 x, x4 x7 xlO xl3 %6 I 
If P and P’ are the primes in Bt corresponding to M and ll4’, where k is 
arbitrary, then P and P’ are both minimal primes, but of different coheights. 
It follows that BL is not Cohen-Macaulay. 
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